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Abstract
Many people agree that the grinding process is very complex and requires the expertise of a skilled
operator to be performed satisfactorily. Attaining a high quality surface finish on a ground part
requires that the grinding wheel remains free of metallic chips and other debris for the entirety of
the process. One way of ensuring the wheel is clean is to dress it frequently, but this is a time
consuming solution that is economically inefficient. The goal of this research is to investigate the use
of machine vision as part of a possible solution to maintaining the grinding wheel to its peak
performance. For this research MATLAB image processing techniques are used to predict when the
grinding wheel will begin to pick up metallic chips. Eventually the machine controls with the
software built in will interpret the images from the camera and determine when the wheel has
reached the end of its life, so that the operator will only need to dress the wheel, saving time and
money.
Using a high speed camera with a telecentric lens, high quality images of the grinding wheel
surface were obtained and analyzed in MATLAB. The analysis showed that five of the twelve
calculated statistical parameters exhibit strong trends. Since these trends were also observed to be
repeatable, it shows that statistical image analysis can be a useful tool for predicting grinding wheel
wear and identifying a wheel’s end-of-life point.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter introduces the basic concepts and terminology of image processing that will be used
throughout this thesis. The objective of this research and the motivation behind the project will be
discussed. Additionally, the image analysis techniques used in this research will be introduced and
the underlying statistical quantities will be explained. The differences between first and second order
statistical image analysis will also be described.

1.1

Introduction

The grinding process requires great precision to create pieces with high accuracy and a superior
surface finish, but knowing when to dress the grinding wheel remains an inexact science. In order to
prevent damage to the workpiece, grinding wheels are often dressed before the end of their useful
life, wasting time and money [1]. If a wheel is left undressed for too long, it will become loaded with
metallic chips as seen in Figure 1. Continuing the grinding process with a loaded wheel will result in
damage to the workpiece, causing a loss of tolerances.

A

B
Figure 1.1: Images of (A) a clean, unloaded wheel and
(B) a loaded wheel with metal chips circled in red
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of using a digital camera to quantify
the level of wear on a grinding wheel with the intention of detecting when it is necessary to dress the
wheel. Analysis of the images may reveal wear patterns in the wheel that will allow for the grinding
process to be stopped just before the wheel begins to load. Identification of this stopping point will
allow machine shops to maximize the efficiency of the grinding process, saving time and money.

1.2

Explanation of Image Analysis

The image processing used here is based on the calculation of several statistical parameters of each
image. The statistical quantities to be examined are a mix of first and second order parameters, as
suggested by Kerr et al. [2].

1.2.1

First Order Statistics

In image processing, first order values are obtained by performing statistical analyses on the
histogram of an image. For this research, the gray-level histogram is considered. In general, the graylevel histogram is a plot of the number of pixels of a specific gray level as a function of the gray
level. The first order statistics utilized in this thesis are the mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis,
entropy, and energy, defined as follows:
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where Nx represents the number of pixel columns (width of the image), Ny denotes the number of
rows (height of the image). Ng represents the gray level (0-255), and H(Ng) represents the number of
occurrences of Ng within the image [1]. Ng ranges from 0 to 255 because in the 8-bit RGB spectrum
there are 256 shades of gray, indexed from 0 to 255 [4].
In this application, the mean is a measure of the average gray level of an image, which can be
used to determine how light or dark the entire image is. The variance will tell how much the gray
level of pixels differs from the mean value to detect if there are any substantial light or dark spots in
the image. Skewness is used to gauge how asymmetrical the histogram is. Negative skewness
indicates that the image is generally darker [4] than the mean gray level, which was skewed by several
pixels that are much lighter than the rest of the image. A skewness value of zero means that the
image is exactly equal amounts light and dark with respect to the mean. The kurtosis measures the
“peakedness” of the histogram. A high kurtosis value means that the histogram has very exaggerated
peaks, which implies that the variance is affected by a few extreme deviations from the mean [5].
Entropy is a measure of disorder within the image and is often used to evaluate textures. A high
entropy value in a portion of the image would indicate a texture or object at that location.
3

Conversely, a low entropy value would correspond to a dull or plain spot in the image, which would
signal a lack of texture [6]. The final first order parameter used in this paper, energy, is a measure of
the total luminance of the image. Since these images are grayscale, this is essentially a measure of
brightness [7].

1.2.2

Second Order Statistics

While the first order statistics described above are very useful and informative, the fact remains that
they only consider the gray level of the pixels. Second order statistics in image processing are very
useful because they take into account the location of the pixels, as well as their gray level. To
accomplish this, second order values are obtained by performing a statistical analysis on the GrayLevel Co-location Matrix (GLCM) proposed by Haralick et al [8].
The GLCM works by first creating a matrix that contains all of the possible combinations of
gray levels and their frequency, as seen in Figure 1.2. For simplicity, Figure1.2B was created by
examining only the pixel to the immediate right (0°, d=1 pixel) of the reference pixel. The next step
in creating a GLCM is to make the matrix symmetrical by accounting for the occurrences in which
the neighboring value is found on the opposite side of the pixel (180°, d=1 pixel), as shown in
Figure 1.2C. The final step in the GLCM process is to normalize the matrix so it contains
probabilities rather than counts. This is done by dividing each count by the sum of the counts (24 in
this example). The resulting GLCM is shown in Figure 1.2D.
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Figure 1.2: (A) A sample image with gray levels ranging from 0 to 3, (B) the corresponding
asymmetrical GLCM precursor, (C) the symmetrical GLCM precursor, and (D) the normalized
GLCM
It is worth noting that while the sample image in Figure 1.2 only contained 4 gray levels, the
images acquired from the machine vision camera in this research contain 256 gray levels, which
results in a 256 x 256 GLCM. Additionally, the GLCM in Figure 1.2 only takes into account
neighboring pixels at 0°. For completeness, the second order statistical analysis used in this thesis
will use a GLCM that accounts for pixels at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° at d=1 pixel. Using these angles
results in complete 360° coverage because the opposite angles of 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315° are
considered when the GLCM precursor is made symmetrical. In this work, all Gray-Level Colocation Matrices are generated by using the graycomatrix command in MATLAB.
The second order statistical parameters to be utilized in this paper are adapted from
Arunachalam and Ramamoorty [1]. These parameters are angular second moment (ASM), contrast,
entropy, inverse difference moment (IDM), and diagonal moment (DM), defined below:
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where represents the gray level of the reference pixel, represents the gray level of the neighboring
pixel, and P(i,j) represents the normalized GLCM.
The ASM, IDM, and DM are all different measures of homogeneity of the image.
Mathematically, the ASM is defined as the frequency with which two neighboring pixels of gray
levels and occur in the image. In second order analysis, entropy does not determine the presence
of texture, but instead quantizes the complexity of a texture [10]. Contrast is used to measure the
difference in gray level between neighboring pixels, and is inversely proportional to the IDM [11].

1.2.3

Gray Level Average (Ga)

The final quantity that will be used to classify the digital images is the gray level average (Ga), which
was proposed by Younis [12]. The Ga is the average deviation of gray level from the mean [13],
defined as:

1

Gray level average (Ga) =

| ( , )|

where M(i,j) is the gray level of a pixel subtracted from the mean.
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(1.12)

1.3

Previous Work

To date, a handful of researchers have attempted to use imaging to gauge grinding wheel wear. In
1992, Brinksmeier and Werner [14] used a laser, two lenses, and a newly developed optical sensor to
gauge wear. The system worked by aiming the laser at the grinding wheel and using the lenses to
collect the reflected beam. Because the surface of a grinding wheel is not flat and smooth, the
monochromatic beam would scatter upon reflection. The sensor would then interpret the scattered
light patterns to determine the surface texture of the grinding wheel. Although this setup is now
effectively used in Laser Doppler Velocimetry (a non-invasive technique used to measure the
velocity of a fluid in motion), Brinksmeier and Werner were not entirely successful. They concluded
that although the system could be used to monitor wheel wear, they were unable to correlate their
results with anything that would relate to the surface finish of the workpiece, and they deemed that
further research was necessary.
More recently, in 2004, several groups revisited this topic. First, Heger and Pandit [15] used a
color camera to acquire images of the grinding wheel surface. To obtain the best images possible,
they illuminated the wheel with eight lamps equally spaced to form a ring of light around the region
of interest. Once images were acquired, they were analyzed using a wavelet transform technique that
allowed grains and cavities to be distinguished from the surface of the wheel. This method was
successful for obtaining grain and cavity data; however, it was concluded that more work needed to
be done to relate this data to state of the wheel surface in industrial applications.
Also in 2004, two additional researchers used cameras to analyze wheel wear and surface
conditions. Feng and Chen [16] used mathematical gradients to determine the surface conditions of
the wheel and had much success detecting metallic chips in a loaded wheel. Later, Su and Tarng [17]
used another method that allowed them to successfully, repeatedly, and inexpensively measure wheel
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wear. This method involved grinding a specimen until a groove, consistent with the contour of the
grinding wheel, developed. A camera was then used to analyze the specimen in a repeatable manner.
Most recently, in 2006, researchers looked into new texture analysis techniques that could be
used to analyze images captured in a manner similar to that used by Feng and Chen. Arunachalam
and Ramamoorthy [1] used statistical texture analysis techniques to analyze the machine vision
images. Doing this, the pair was able to obtain to define several variables which follow a trend as the
wheel wears out, which has opened the door to the possibility of predicting the wear as a function of
grinding time.
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Chapter 2: Methods and Measurement

2.1

Hardware and Experimental Setup

The grinding wheel tested in this research was an aluminum oxide wheel (32AA46-IVTR), which
was chosen because it is readily available and inexpensive (~$40). All of the work was done using a
Moore AG150 Aspheric Generator with 150mm optical workpiece capacity mounted with
Professional Instruments Twin-Mount and Foot Flange spindles, pictured in Figure 2.1. The
workpiece was made from mild steel so that loading would occur slowly and wheel wear could be
easily detected and analyzed.

Grinding
Wheel

Camera
Work
Spindle

Figure 2.1: Moore AG150 Aspheric Generator with Professional Instruments
air bearing spindles
9

The vision system consisted of a CVI Melles Griot telecentric lens (59-LGH-416) with 2X
extender (HE20-1), for total magnification of 0.62X, mounted to a Prosilica GE680 CCD camera.
Light for the camera was provided by an Advanced Illumination LED ring light (RL1660) emitting
monochromatic light of wavelength 660nm, positioned between the lens and the grinding wheel. A
standard Gigabit Ethernet interface was used to connect the camera to a computer, which was used
to capture, process, and store the images. The vision system was mounted on a lockable fine
adjustment block, which was bolted to the AG150 machine base. This arrangement allowed for
maximum adjustability and repeatability. The vision system is shown in Figure 2.2.
Fine Adjustment Knob

Mounting Ring

CCD Camera

0.31X Telecentric
Lens

2X Extender

Figure 2.2: Vision system components (LED ring light not pictured)

In this work, a grinding wheel speed of 2400 RPM was used in conjunction with a workpiece
angular velocity of 150 RPM. The hardware configuration show in Figure 2.1 results in a contact
band on the grinding wheel approximately 0.137in (3.48mm) wide. The CNC grinding program used
10

for this research employed a plunge grind (illustrated in Figure 2.3) with a 0.0003in (7.62 µm) radial
depth of cut. After each pass, the grinding wheel returned to the starting position with a spark-out.
Spark-out refers to the situation in which the grinding wheel is passed over the work piece more
than once without increasing the depth of cut. In industrial applications, a spark-out is done to
ensure precision and accuracy. In this case, a spark-out was done for consistency. Each grinding
cycle in this research was defined by three grinding passes and three spark-out passes, with an
average cycle time of 45 minutes.

Grinding
Wheel
Cylindrical
Workpiece
Cut
Spark
out
Figure 2.3: Diagram of a plunge grind. The
grinding wheel moves relative to the workpiece in
the directions shown.

After each cycle, the computer’s frame grabber was used to capture an image of the grinding
wheel surface. An electronic datum on the grinding spindle was used to trigger the frame grabber,
ensuring that each image captured the same section of the grinding wheel. The images obtained in
this research were natively 640 pixels by 480 pixels, corresponding to a 7.6mm by 5.7mm section of
the grinding wheel.
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2.2

Procedure and Data Collection

Because the purpose of this research is to determine the feasibility of implementing a machine vision
system to detect the end of grinding wheel life, the procedure was made to be simple. For a baseline
measurement, an image of the freshly dressed wheel (grinding time = 0 min) was taken for each data
set. Subsequently, the grinding program was run (three 0.0003in cuts for 45 minutes of grinding) and
an image was captured after each run. The data collection process was halted once the wheel became
loaded, which is past the end of the wheel’s useful life. This point was identified by surface damage
on the cylindrical workpiece, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Unwanted
scratching

A
B
Figure 2.4: Images of (A) an undamaged workpiece and (B) a workpiece with damage caused by a
loaded wheel.
To acquire images from the digital camera, the grinding wheel was stopped and allowed to
rotate freely past the trigger position. This was done so that the image would not be blurred due to
the speed of the wheel and exposure setting of the camera. Once an adequate image was captured,
another 45 minute grinding cycle was started. This process was repeated until there was visible
damage on the workpiece.
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Because the apparatus used to fix the digital camera to the AG150 housing gripped the
telecentric lens, the CCD camera unexpectedly shifted several times during the grinding process. To
nullify the effects of the camera movement, the images were manually aligned and trimmed to
capture the same section of the grinding wheel. As a result of this trimming, the image sets are 610
pixels by 460 pixels and 630 pixels by 460 pixels, respectively. The results of the image analysis were
not likely to be affected by the difference in image size, as both sets of trimmed images still captured
the contact patch. Additionally, the data was analyzed for trends, so the actual values of the
statistical parameters for each set are less relevant.
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Chapter 3: Analysis and Results

3.1

Data Analysis

All of the images were processed using MATLAB. The MATLAB code, shown in Appendix A,
loads each image in the data set and calculates the statistical parameters (discussed in Section 1.2) for
each image. The MATLAB output is a table showing each parameter for each image, from which
trends can be observed.

3.2

Results

Analysis of the statistical parameters for these two sets of data show that five of the calculated
statistical parameters exhibit trends which make it possible to predict when the grinding wheel will
wear out. After studying the parameters for trends and repeatability, the variance, kurtosis, energy,
angular second moment, and gray level average are recognized as the best parameters for predicting
wheel wear. Figure 3.1 shows plots of the parameters as a function of grinding time. Plots of all
twelve parameters can be found in Appendix B.
A visual inspection of the plots in Appendix B explains why the mean, skewness, entropy,
contrast, inverse difference moment, and diagonal moment are not good indicators of wheel wear.
In the cases of the mean, entropy, and IDM, the data do not exhibit any significant increase or
decrease with respect to grinding time. Contrast and DM both show a total decrease in value over
the total life of the grinding wheel; however’ most of this decrease occurred near the start of
grinding, making the parameters flat towards the end-of-life point. The skewness also exhibits a
steady downwards trend, but is a poor indicator of wear because there is too much variability in the
readings.
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Figure 3.1: Plots of (A) variance, (B) kurtosis, (C) energy, (D) gray level average, and (E) angular
second moment vs. grinding time. Blue lines represent Data Set 1 and red represents Data Set 2,
unless otherwise specified.
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As seen in Figure 3.1E, the angle of offset used in the calculation of the GLCM has very
little bearing on the second order parameters, and no offset stands out as being a better indicator of
wear. Additionally, these data also indicate a difference in the two data sets that were collected,
namely that the first data set is much “smoother” than the second. This difference can be attributed
to the fact that the camera was repositioned and readjusted before the second set of data were
collected. This adjustment allowed for higher quality images to be taken, which consequently
increased the depth of the images. A comparison of images from the two data sets can be seen in
Figure 3.2. Scaled versions of all of the collected images can be found in Appendix C.

A

B
Figure 3.2: Comparison of images from (A) Data Set 1 and (B) Data Set 2.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions

The fact that trends were observed and repeated in five of the twelve statistical parameters that were
considered shows that using machine vision to analyze and predict grinding wheel wear may
eventually be feasible. Using these techniques, it may be possible to use the variance, kurtosis,
energy, angular second moment, and gray level to predict the end of a wheel’s useful life. This is
important because it allows optimization of the grinding process, saving both time and money for
the end user.
More work needs to be done before this process can be automated and applied to an industrial
setting as a machine vision system. In particular, a more robust camera mounting fixture must be
developed and employed in order to speed up the image analysis process. Additionally, an analysis of
the shape of the wheel must be performed to detect the presence of any lobes. If the section of the
wheel used for wear analysis is located in the valley of a lobe, the predicted end-of-life point will
likely be overestimated. With this additional consideration, a machine vision system may be possible.
This system could be used as an interface between the camera and machine, to warn the machine
operator when the wheel is approaching its end-of-life point.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Code

% This program loads all images and
% calculates statistical moments
% Eric Cutter and Ted Deakyne
clc; close all; clear all;
t=cputime;
% Specify data directories
datadir = ('C:\Grinding Images);
dirs = {'Data 1'};
% Count the number of images loaded
count=0;
% For each folder specified above...
for outer=1:length(dirs);
% Find all files in the folder
files = dir([datadir '\' dirs{outer}]);
% For each file in the folder...
for inner=3:length(files)-1;
% If the file is actually a file
if files(inner).isdir == 0
count=count+1;
% Load the image data
I(:,:,inner-2) = imread(([datadir '\' dirs{outer} '\'...
,files(inner).name]));
% Returns the histogram counts in p and the bin locations in r
[p,r] = imhist(I(:,:,inner-2));
% Total number of pixels within the image
totalpixels = sum(p);
% Calculate First Order statistics
% Mean
m(inner-2) = 0;
for k=1:256;
m(inner-2) = m(inner-2)+r(k)*p(k);
end
m(inner-2) = m(inner-2)/totalpixels;
% Variance
v(inner-2) = 0;
for k=1:256;
v(inner-2) = v(inner-2)+r(k)*p(k)*(r(k)-m(inner-2))^2;
end
v(inner-2)=v(inner-2)/totalpixels;
% Skewness
skew(inner-2) = 0;
for k=1:256;
skew(inner-2) = skew(inner-2)+r(k)*p(k)*(r(k)-m(inner-2))^3;
end
skew(inner-2)=skew(inner-2)/(totalpixels*sqrt(v(inner-2))^3);
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% Kurtosis
kurt(inner-2) = 0;
for k=1:256;
kurt(inner-2) = kurt(inner-2)+r(k)*p(k)*(r(k)-m(inner-2))^4;
end
kurt(inner-2)=kurt(inner-2)/(totalpixels*sqrt(v(inner-2))^4);
% Entropy
ent1(inner-2) = entropy(I(:,:,inner-2));
% Energy
energy(inner-2) = 0;
for k=1:256;
energy(inner-2) = energy(inner-2)+p(k)^2;
end
energy(inner-2) = energy(inner-2)/totalpixels;
%Calculation of Gray Level Average
ga(inner-2) = 0;
for i=1:size(I(:,:,inner-2),1);
for j=1:size(I(:,:,inner-2),2);
ga(inner-2)=ga(inner-2)+abs(m(inner-2)- ...
double(I(i,j,inner-2)));
end
end
ga(inner-2) = ga(inner-2)/totalpixels;
% Calculation of Second Order statistics
% 0 degree offset
% Normalized GLCM
GLCM0(:,:,inner-2) = graycomatrix(I(:,:,inner-2),'Offset',...
[0 1],'Symmetric',true,'NumLevels',256);
R = sum(sum(GLCM0(:,:,inner-2)));
GLCM0(:,:,inner-2) = GLCM0(:,:,inner-2)/R;
% Angular Second Moment
asm0(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
asm0(inner-2) = asm0(inner-2) + GLCM0(i,j,inner-2)^2;
end
end
% Contrast
cont0(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
cont0(inner-2) = cont0(inner-2) + GLCM0(i,j,inner-2)...
*(i-j)^2;
end
end
% Entropy
ent0(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
if GLCM0(i,j,inner-2)~=0
ent0(inner-2) = ent0(inner-2) + ...
GLCM0(i,j,inner-2)*log10(GLCM0(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
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end
ent0(inner-2) = -1*ent0(inner-2);
% Inverse Difference Moment
idm0(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
idm0(inner-2) = idm0(inner-2) + GLCM0(i,j,inner-2)...
/(1+(i-j)^2);
end
end
% Diagonal Moment
dm0(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
dm0(inner-2) = dm0(inner-2) + sqrt(0.5*abs(i-j)...
*GLCM0(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
% 45 degree offset
% Normalized GLCM
GLCM45(:,:,inner-2) = graycomatrix(I(:,:,inner-2),'Offset',...
[-1 0],'Symmetric',true,'NumLevels',256);
R = sum(sum(GLCM45(:,:,inner-2)));
GLCM45(:,:,inner-2) = GLCM45(:,:,inner-2)/R;
% Angular Second Moment
asm45(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
asm45(inner-2) = asm45(inner-2) + GLCM45(i,j,inner-2)^2;
end
end
% Contrast
cont45(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
cont45(inner-2) = cont45(inner-2) + ...
GLCM45(i,j,inner-2)*(i-j)^2;
end
end
% Entropy
ent45(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
if GLCM45(i,j,inner-2)~=0
ent45(inner-2) = ent45(inner-2) + ...
GLCM45(i,j,inner-2)*log10(GLCM45(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
end
ent45(inner-2) = -1*ent45(inner-2);
% Inverse Difference Moment
idm45(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
idm45(inner-2) = idm45(inner-2) + GLCM45(i,j,inner-2)...
/(1+(i-j)^2);
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end
end
% Diagonal Moment
dm45(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
dm45(inner-2) = dm45(inner-2) + sqrt(0.5*abs(i-j)...
*GLCM45(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
% 90 degree offset
% Normalized GLCM
GLCM90(:,:,inner-2) = graycomatrix(I(:,:,inner-2),'Offset',...
[-1 1],'Symmetric',true,'NumLevels',256);
R = sum(sum(GLCM90(:,:,inner-2)));
GLCM90(:,:,inner-2) = GLCM90(:,:,inner-2)/R;
% Angular Second Moment
asm90(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
asm90(inner-2) = asm90(inner-2) + GLCM90(i,j,inner-2)^2;
end
end
% Contrast
cont90(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
cont90(inner-2) = cont90(inner-2) + ...
GLCM90(i,j,inner-2)*(i-j)^2;
end
end
% Entropy
ent90(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
if GLCM90(i,j,inner-2)~=0
ent90(inner-2) = ent90(inner-2) + ...
GLCM90(i,j,inner-2)*log10(GLCM90(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
end
ent90(inner-2) = -1*ent90(inner-2);
% Inverse Difference Moment
idm90(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
idm90(inner-2) = idm90(inner-2) + GLCM90(i,j,inner-2)...
/(1+(i-j)^2);
end
end
% Diagonal Moment
dm90(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
dm90(inner-2) = dm90(inner-2) + sqrt(0.5*abs(i-j)...
*GLCM90(i,j,inner-2));
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end
end
% 135 degree offset
% Normalized GLCM
GLCM135(:,:,inner-2) = graycomatrix(I(:,:,inner-2),'Offset',...
[-1 -1],'Symmetric',true,'NumLevels',256);
R = sum(sum(GLCM135(:,:,inner-2)));
GLCM135(:,:,inner-2) = GLCM135(:,:,inner-2)/R;
% Angular Second Moment
asm135(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
asm135(inner-2) = asm135(inner-2) + ...
GLCM135(i,j,inner-2)^2;
end
end
% Contrast
cont135(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
cont135(inner-2) = cont135(inner-2) + ...
GLCM135(i,j,inner-2)*(i-j)^2;
end
end
% Entropy
ent135(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
if GLCM135(i,j,inner-2)~=0
ent135(inner-2) = ent135(inner-2) + ...
GLCM135(i,j,inner-2)*log10(GLCM135(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
end
ent135(inner-2) = -1*ent135(inner-2);
% Inverse Difference Moment
idm135(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
idm135(inner-2) = idm135(inner-2) + ...
GLCM135(i,j,inner-2)/(1+(i-j)^2);
end
end
% Diagonal Moment
dm135(inner-2)=0;
for i=1:256;
for j=1:256;
dm135(inner-2) = dm135(inner-2) + sqrt(0.5*abs(i-j)...
*GLCM135(i,j,inner-2));
end
end
end
end
end
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% Create a table from the data
Table =
[m;v;skew;kurt;ent1;energy;asm0;cont0;ent0;idm0;dm0;asm45;cont45;ent45;...
idm45;dm45;asm90;cont90;ent90;idm90;dm90;asm135;cont135;ent135;idm135;...
dm135;ga]';
% Disply total computing time
cputime-t
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Appendix B: Plots of Statistical Parameters
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Appendix C: Camera Images
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C.2: Data Set 2
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